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Starting point : 
revenue -foregone method

 Identifying tax expenditures, whatever forms it 
takes (exoneration, reduced rate, rebates)

 Assessing difference between the baseline tax rate 
and the reduced rate (or equivalent)

 Total subsidy amount equals tax base 
(consumption) times the above tax differential

 Additional refinement (revenue-gain method) 
taking into account elasticity of demand would not 
alter dramatically the results (as elasticity are 
generally quite low)
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Sectoral energy use
 1,2 Mds€ from agriculture

 reduced rate (13%) on fuel oil for « off-road » 
uses

 + extra 5€/hl reduction (final duty<1€/hl)
 Initial purpose : support productivity 

improvements through mecanisation
 Goal achieved now, it seems...
 + significant administrative costs of monitoring 

and control
  350M€ from exonerated fisheries :

 Full exoneration represent a very substantial 
part of the profit generated by this activity (if 
not all…)
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Transport
 330M€ from road shipments transport

 rebates on fuel duties (~90% of full rate)
 competitiveness issue as French gas oil duty rank in 

top 3 among EU 
 100 M€ from marine shipments  

 Full exoneration
 no longer consider as tax expenditure in so far as it 

stems extra-national rule of law
 3,5 Mds from Aircraft (of which 10% for interior flights)
 Full exoneration
 no longer a tax expenditure (same as above)
 28 M€ from taxis

 rebate on fuel duties (~70% of full rate)
 reform in 2008 with limited amount of total rebate 
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Households
 80 M€ from VAT exoneration on 

petroleum products 
 only in French Carabbeans Territories

 Exoneration on heating natural gas
regular duty on gas newly introduced since 2008 

(1,19€/MWh)
 and existing heating fuel oil duty
 Reduction of taxable income for 

transport professional expenses  
 clearly in favor of polluting vehicules
 Ex : for the same 40 km, the polluting car 

(>160gCO2/km) will benefit an extra 50% w.r.t the 
low emitting one
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Further remarks
 From standard rate to optimal tax rate

 very heterogeneous implicit taxation of CO2  
 From 265€/tCO2 or 158€/tCO2 for fuels to 21€ for 

heating fuel oil and <6€ for heating gas
 this spread could be added up while quantifying 

tax expenditure amounts
 From 1st best to real life

 1st best : one instrument per externality
 Tax on fuel consumption for GHG / road fees for 

others (pollutions, overloading...)...too costly?
 2nd  best : balance between external costs and 

revenues (whatever instruments it comes from)
 additional reasons to raise the tax rate on gas oil 

(meaning tax expenditure is downwards biased 
w.r.t those social costs)
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Conclusions
 Heterogeneous features of tax 

expenditures supporting fossil fuels 
consumption
 Different sectors (agriculture, transports...)
 Different agents (firms, households...)
 Different reasons... 

 Which baseline for a reform ?
 Standard tax rate
 Optimal tax rate / second best analysis
 world price (G20 approach)
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